Key points

- Privacy concerns are increasingly at the forefront of debates about data, and publishers of open data are struggling with identifying and addressing potential privacy issues.
- Privacy rights are complex and are not absolute. There is often a balance to strike between transparency and privacy when government information about individuals is involved.
- Striking this balance requires training, resources, and combined commitments to both respecting privacy and advancing openness.

Introduction

Open data programmes urge the release of government datasets in reusable formats under open licences. They also seek to make data findable and datasets interoperable with a view to maximising their reuse both alone and in combination with other datasets. Open data is meant to serve a broad range of purposes, including increasing transparency, enhancing government efficiency, empowering citizens, and stimulating innovation. However, many government datasets also include data about identifiable individuals. Further, some of the most valuable government data is that which relates to citizens and their use of government services. Privacy is, therefore, an important open data issue.

Privacy is treated as a human right in many countries, as well as under several international conventions, including the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the American Convention of Human Rights. Nevertheless, the legal protection available for privacy can vary significantly from one country to another. Some countries have no data protection laws in place. There is also a gap in terms of global data protection frameworks.

Privacy is a broad concept and its normative content may vary from one country to another. Even within individual nations, concepts of privacy may vary considerably among different
segments of the population and in different contexts. In the case of information, privacy is often viewed as a right to exercise some form of control over information about one’s self.\textsuperscript{9}

While the concept of privacy in the abstract may be difficult to encapsulate, many countries have laws that specifically address the obligation of governments to protect the personal information they collect from citizens. Borgesius et al. (2015) observe that around one hundred countries have some form of data privacy law that adopts fair information principles.\textsuperscript{10} The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),\textsuperscript{11} which took effect in the European Union (EU) in May 2018, provides a comprehensive framework for privacy across public and private sectors and may have an impact on privacy protection beyond EU borders.

Data protection laws aim to protect individuals from a range of different harms. These may vary depending on the nature and extent of the disclosure of personal information. A dataset containing information that links an individual to a particular location, workplace, or income bracket could expose that individual to security risks. The release of sensitive personal data (e.g., financial or health information) may have impacts on an individual’s ability to gain employment, secure insurance, or other benefits. The disclosure of this type of data may result in more direct and more easily quantifiable harms than the release of less sensitive data.

An example: Gun permits in the United States

Following the tragic school shooting in Newtown, Connecticut, a newspaper used public registry data to create online interactive maps that showed the names and addresses of all registered gun owners in two New York counties.\textsuperscript{12} Many individuals expressed outrage either at being identified as living in a household for which a gun permit had been issued or at being identified as one for which no permit had been issued. While the information had been acceptably public when contained in a registry accessible only through a government office or an access to information request, it was considered unacceptably public when represented on an online interactive map.

It is important to note, however, that privacy rights are not absolute, and they are balanced against other competing public interests. One of these is transparency. In many countries, “right to know” or “access to information” laws mandate the release of information in the hands of government, yet also contain limitations on disclosure that serve to protect privacy. In other words, there is a long-standing acknowledgement that there is a balance to be struck between the right to access government information and the privacy rights of citizens.\textsuperscript{13} National/state laws may reflect different visions of privacy or may strike a balance between privacy and transparency differently according to prevailing values. The consequence may be that in a context of global, interoperable, government open datasets, the citizens of some countries may find their personal information more exposed than those in other countries (see Figure 1).
The shifting context for open data and privacy

Privacy concerns are at the forefront of the current context for big data analytics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning, all of which are technologies fuelled by data. Open government data can be used in these new technologies and processes, making privacy concerns more acute. While the loss of control over one's personal information is on its own a harm, in our contemporary big data environment, the potential consequences of this loss of control are magnified. A very broad range of other data that can be associated with individuals through analytics could have impacts on decisions made about those individuals or the opportunities that are offered, or never offered, to them. Adding to the privacy harms that may arise if open datasets inappropriately contain personal information, concerns over privacy could lead citizens to seek to share less data with governments.

The 2013 G8 Open Data Charter did not mention privacy, perhaps because earlier views on open data were that it involved only non-personal data, and therefore, did not raise privacy issues. The potential for reidentification of individuals from deidentified datasets using data from multiple sources (the mosaic effect) sharpened concerns about privacy and open data. The International Open Data Charter of 2015 specifically acknowledges that open data by default must involve appropriate anonymisation.
In addition to the issues about how data is used in the context of big data and artificial intelligence, it is important to note that governments are poised to collect even greater volumes of personal information as cities become increasingly sensor-laden and networked. The smart cities context also presents privacy challenges when the release of smart city sensor data is contemplated.\textsuperscript{19}

While the focus of this paper is on open government data, it is important to keep in mind that the concept of open data is now broader than just government data. Open data now comes from many different sources, including open scientific data and data voluntarily published by various organisations. Still other data is open in the sense that it is published online and capable of being scraped or otherwise extracted (such as social media platform data).\textsuperscript{20} The availability of all of this data contributes to the issues of identifiability of individuals as a result of the release of open government datasets, even in anonymised forms, because of the potential for combining these different sources of data to achieve reidentification. The combined use of data from all of these sources of “open” data in big data analytics and machine learning raises compelling privacy issues, as well as issues that go beyond privacy to social justice and equality.\textsuperscript{21}

Key issues

The definition of personal information

Privacy in open government data tends to be addressed through a consideration of whether datasets identified for release contain personal information. As most public sector data protection laws deal with government treatment of personal information, this focus is not surprising. Therefore, the scope of privacy protection in open data depends on the definition of “personal information”. Unique identifiers (i.e. names or numbers on official identification documents) are clearly personal information. Some approaches to open data simply consider this type of information to be unsuitable for release as open data. In other words, open data is, by definition, data that does not include personal information.\textsuperscript{22} Nevertheless, the obligation to protect privacy generally goes beyond merely declining to release datasets that contain unique personal identifiers, such as names or identity numbers. Privacy is generally defined for data protection purposes as “information about an identifiable individual” or “personally identifiable information”. Identifiability has been interpreted broadly by many data protection authorities. Thus, if an individual can be identified from a dataset when it is combined with other available data, regardless of the source of that data, then the dataset is said to contain personal information.\textsuperscript{23} Notorious examples involving supposedly deidentified or anonymised private sector data include the reidentification of individuals from anonymised datasets of Netflix viewing habits,\textsuperscript{24} or, more recently, from anonymised data used to create Strava heat maps.\textsuperscript{25} As data analytics become more sophisticated, and as the volume of available “other” data grows exponentially, reidentification risks in anonymised datasets may be extremely high.\textsuperscript{26} Ohm cautions that in a big data era, the effectiveness of anonymisation techniques may be considerably undermined.\textsuperscript{27} If taken to a logical extreme, reidentification risks could lead to decisions not to release any government data that might be linked to identifiable individuals. This would significantly reduce the stock of
available open data. Some researchers insist that remote and intangible risks should not drive policies around open data in light of strong anonymisation techniques, and they have designed and proposed anonymisation tools and techniques to support the release of useful data.28

Not all personal information necessarily has the same level of sensitivity. Some categories, such as health data or data about religious or ethnic identity, may be considered more sensitive than others.29 The level of sensitivity may determine the degree of anonymisation required before a dataset can be released as open data.

Although not strictly personal information, “demographically identifiable information” (DII) or “community identifiable information” (CII) may also be sensitive information. DII is defined as “data that can be used to identify a community or distinct group, whether geographic, ethnic, religious, economic, or political”.30

The privacy/transparency balance

When it comes to the relationship between citizens and the state, privacy is not an absolute. In many instances, privacy is balanced with transparency, permitting the public disclosure of some forms of personal information (e.g. political donations, permit applications, land titles registration, etc.). In some cases, this balance is defined within specific legislative instruments that determine how particular kinds of information are to be dealt with. In other cases, general principles are found in access to information/right to know laws. As Borgesius et al. (2015) note, the privacy/transparency balance was negotiated in the context of such laws for decades prior to the open data movement.31

It is sometimes difficult to separate information about institutions from information about individuals.32 The balance between privacy and transparency may be struck differently in different countries, depending upon political and social contexts. For example, in some countries, battling corruption may be seen as a more urgent priority than protecting privacy. This does not mean that privacy is not respected, but it may mean that there is less privacy with respect to some kinds of information that is shared with government. Greater transparency may also serve goals of equity by exposing biases and inequality. Principles of transparency may mandate the disclosure of considerable amounts of quite personal information. For example, open court principles require trials to be open to the public, and mandate the publication of court and tribunal decisions.33 Some governments require the publication of the salaries of public servants, identified by name and position. While it is possible to treat some of this information as open information and not open data (i.e. publishing it in tabular form on a website, rather than as a downloadable dataset), the technological reality is that once it is published in either form, it is available for extraction and reuse. Thus, although there is a distinction between open data and open information, it may be largely meaningless from a privacy perspective.

In cases where such data is shared publicly, their transparency value is considered to outweigh any privacy concerns. In many cases, however, these assessments may have been made in a pre-digital era or at least prior to our big data era. Where this is the case, the privacy impacts of the release of such data may have changed and may require reassessment.34 Assessing privacy impacts throughout the life of a dataset, and not just upon its release, is now an open data best practice.35

Recent struggles in Canada with the exploitation of personal information contained in court and tribunal decisions published online highlight these challenges.36
As noted earlier, different countries may set the balance between privacy and transparency differently, and open data is available without geographic restrictions. Its users may be found anywhere in the world. Therefore, while the transparency benefits of open data tend to be experienced within the jurisdiction releasing the data, the privacy risks may be global.

An example: Court decisions in Canada

Court and administrative tribunal decisions in Canada are published on the websites of the specific courts and tribunals, as well as on CanLII, a portal that aggregates and provides open access to these documents. These decisions often contain personal information, some of which might be quite sensitive. To balance the open court principle with privacy rights, the court, tribunal, and CanLII websites do not permit indexing by search engines. In 2013, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada began receiving complaints that a Romanian-based entity was scraping decisions from these websites and posting the decisions on its own fully indexed website. Individuals who complained to the Romanian website about the publication of their personal information were offered the option to pay in order to have this information deleted. A court case brought in Canada ruled that the Romanian site breached Canadian data protection law, ordering the site to remove all Canadian court and tribunal decisions that contained personal information.

Open data challenges

There are some features of open data that present particular challenges when it comes to addressing privacy issues. For example, the ideal of open data is data that “can be freely used, modified, and shared by anyone for any purpose.” This includes commercial purposes. The commercial reuse of open data, particularly in a big data environment, may increase privacy risks. As noted earlier, some of the most useful and important datasets are ones that relate to citizen activities and their consumption of public services. Data may, therefore, be more useful if it contains personal information. It may also be less useful if anonymisation techniques substantially impact the data for certain purposes.

Other challenges exist at the operational level. Identifying datasets that contain personal information and preparing them for release through anonymisation can be time and resource intensive. In some cases, available government resources may not be sufficient for the task. Further, deciding whether datasets contain information capable of leading to the reidentification of individuals can be challenging, as can determinations of whether the anonymisation techniques applied are adequate, depending on the degree of sensitivity of the data. In many cases, civil servants are left to make judgement calls about whether certain datasets should be released. This can lead to variance from one government department to another in terms of willingness to release certain types of datasets. Further, a risk-averse government culture may lean toward non-release where any doubts arise. Some have argued that open data requires a cultural shift within governments to overcome such barriers and hesitations. In the case of privacy, that cultural shift might mean accepting some level of reidentification risk.
Privacy issues and preparing open data for release

A considerable amount of work has gone into the design and development of guidance for governments around how to open data while addressing privacy concerns. Some of this work has been led by governments involved in the release of open data and some by academics. Considerable attention has been paid to the development of tools, analytical frameworks, and other guidance documents. These are meant to provide practical guidance to those who must decide whether a dataset that contains personal information should be opened, and then, if so, decide how the dataset should be dealt with in order to protect privacy.

One important privacy-protective measure is greater government awareness of the importance of limiting the collection of personal information to only that which is truly necessary. Another measure is to conduct risk/benefit analyses or privacy impact assessments with respect to the release of datasets that may raise privacy concerns. Given the rapidly changing technology and big data context, it is also advisable that privacy issues be considered at every stage of a dataset’s life cycle and not just at the point leading up to its publication as open data. Attention must also be paid to the various techniques that are available for removing personal information, including pseudonymisation (replacing names with unique identifiers) or anonymisation. Various anonymisation techniques exist, including aggregation and randomisation.

Some have argued that the release of datasets that raise potential privacy issues might call for a different kind of licensing. In other words, such datasets might be subject to licences that restrict their reuse to only certain contexts (e.g. non-commercial) or that prohibit activities aimed at reidentification. However, privacy protection through licensing terms depends on the licensor’s ability to track and monitor reuse, as well as their willingness to take legal action in case of breach of terms.

Some now argue for a more nuanced approach to “open”. For example, the Open Data Institute (ODI) proposes a spectrum of openness with different levels of access to data depending upon its nature, the identity of the user, and the proposed use (see Figure 2, overleaf).

Conclusion

There is no doubt that privacy is a key issue for open data. Not only does citizen trust depend on governments’ abilities to appropriately protect the personal information that is shared with them, individuals can be exposed to privacy harms if personal information is inappropriately shared. Nevertheless, privacy rights are not an absolute. The need to balance privacy with transparency in relation to government information and data predates the open data movement. In some cases, public interest in transparency may justify the disclosure of personal information as open data. Privacy is a concept that can vary from one country to another and among subgroups within a given country. In addition, the privacy/transparency balance may be struck differently in different countries depending on the relative importance of either goal. It is important to note, however, that privacy impacts may now be experienced on a global scale.
The rapidly evolving era of big data and artificial intelligence has given rise to new uses for open government data. These technologies also increase the risk of reidentification of individuals through the matching of anonymised data from multiple different sources. This increased reidentification risk poses challenges for the release of useful open data, and requires a carefully balanced approach. Some reidentification risk may be acceptable, depending on the nature and value of the data at issue. Over the last few years, there has been a proliferation of tools to provide guidance to government agencies and departments struggling with open data privacy issues. These tools will be useful to those who want to open up data in other contexts as well.

At the same time as the publishers of open data struggle with identifying and addressing potential privacy issues, a large volume of often highly personal information is routinely published by governments based on policies developed prior to the big data era, and, in some cases, even prior to the internet. Publicly available personal information is found in multiple government registries, as well as in court and tribunal decisions, and it is published under various transparency laws and policies related to elections, procurement, public sector salaries, etc. The impacts of the digital environment and of big data on privacy in relation to these categories of government data will require a reassessment of how such data is made publicly available.

Balancing privacy and transparency in the release of open data will require training and resources, and the commitment of governments to provide these resources will have a significant impact on how the balance is struck. When datasets contain personal information, a simple refusal to disclose the datasets will limit access to the data for reuse. Instead, what is required is a process for determining whether the data can be adequately anonymised to protect privacy while furthering the release of open data.
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